Whatever Happened to Hospitality?
A Look at Nebraska's Lodging Taxes
by Jordan Cash
If there is one recurring theme for the the College World Series in Omaha, it is that
Nebraskans are renowned for their hospitality. Yet the warmth these baseball-loving
visitors feel from Cornhusker friendliness will be chilled if they notice the taxes on their
hotel tab.
Nebraska's lodging taxes are not overly excessive compared to some other states, but
they are high enough to tamp down Nebraska's tourism industry and burden visitors.
Lodging taxes-also known as hotel taxes-are imposed at the city, county, and state level,
and are imposed concurrently with the state and local sales tax. At the state level, the
lodging tax is fairly low at a meager one percent. When combined with the 5.5 percent
state sales tax, this gives Nebraska the 19th highest tax burden on lodging in the country,
already higher than all of our neighboring states.[1] But the real costs kick in at the local
level.
Locally, hotels are subjected to three different taxes: city sales tax, city hotel occupation
tax, and county lodging taxes. Currently, 90 percent of Nebraska cities with populations
over 5,000 impose a local sales tax of 1.5 percent, which until the last legislative session
was the maximum allowed by state law.[2] On top of that, 44 of Nebraska's 93 counties
impose a 4 percent lodging tax, the maximum amount allowed by state law; 30 other
counties impose lower lodging taxes. (Kudos to Box Butte County which eliminated
their 4 percent lodging tax last year.[3]) In addition to the county tax and local sales tax,
19 cities impose their own lodging tax, with rates ranging from 1 percent in Gothenburg
to 7 percent in Blair. Of Nebraska's ten largest cities only Fremont and Columbus do not
impose their own city lodging tax.[4]
To appreciate the full impact of these taxes- consider a $100 hotel room in Omaha. On
top of the room rate, a visitor would also pay Omaha's 5.5 percent lodging tax,
increasing their bill to $105.50. Then they would pay the combined state and city sales
tax rate of 7 percent-5.5 percent state, 1.5 percent city-and also the combined state and
county occupation tax rate of 5 percent-1 percent state, 4 percent county-bringing the
room's total cost to $118.17.[5] When lodging in Omaha, 15.36 percent of the entire cost
of a room is just taxes.
Local public officials often see lodging taxes as a way to boost revenue through tourism,

economic analyses indicate lodging taxes are not borne solely by visitors. Research by
the Maine Heritage Policy Center indicated that while there is no economic consensus on
who bears the burden of lodging taxes, a good estimation can be made using the "onethird rule" which says that one-third of the costs of lodging taxes are borne equally by
the hotels, hotel employees, and the customers. Hotels pay through lower profits,
employees pay through lower wages, and customers pay through higher prices.[6]
William Gale, Vice President and Director of Economic Studies at the Brookings
Institution further characterized attempts to export taxes through mechanisms like
lodgings taxes as "'beggar thy neighbor' policy," and insisted that "all localities would be
better off in the absence of all such policies."[7]
Opponents suggest that exporting the tax burden onto tourists and others hides the true
cost of government from taxpayers, allowing public officials to promise more services.
For example, the Douglas County Board approved about $2.5 million in tourism grants
this year.[8] This essentially means that the Douglas County Board is using taxpayer
money to support various organizations to attract tourism-often with very little oversight
into how the money is used[9]-and when the tourists arrive, they will be heavily taxed
for staying in local hotels, hurting the hotel's business even while it enriches tourist
attractions. If the Board were not giving out subsidies to organizations like the Henry
Doorly Zoo, Joslyn Art Museum, or the Omaha Symphony, they could possibly lower
local property taxes.
Lodging taxes are ways for public officials to hide the true costs of government and they
discourage tourism. Eliminating these deceptive taxes would be a good way for the local
and state governments to help demonstrate our legendary Nebraska hospitality.
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